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Introduction I
− Recent working paper by Irina Kozlovtceva, Henry Penikas,
Ekaterina Petreneva, Yulia Ushakova (Nov 2020)
− Aim is to estimate the effect of macroprudential measures on
consumer lending in Russia
− Research question is relevant because consumer lending constitutes
10% of banks assets ans has been rising in the past years
− Authors use a comprehensive panel data set (615 banks, 2015-2019)
− Authors carefully construct indices on the macroprudential measures
(announcemnet vs application, sensitivity, in period when 60 changes
have been introduced to the banking system in Russia)

Introduction II
− In the absence of counterfactuals, a good identification strategy is
needed to estimate causal effects.
− Authors apply different econometeric methods (BIS approach,
dynamic factor models, difference-in-differences)
− Preliminary findings
− BIS: banks reduce credit growth in the short run, but increase it in
the long run (hard to find statistical significant effects)
− DiD: negative effects on lending growth rates
− Focus today: which specification fits best for Russia?

Macroprudential measures
− Aim is to limit growth in uncollateralised
consumer lending
− Mark-ups on risk-weights have been
stepwise increased
− Five increases between 2015Q12019Q4
− Time span between announcement
and implementation
− How are the quarters in between
modelled? Should they take the value of
zero?
− Should the rw add-ons add on when
measuring intensity?
− Time span between dates different
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BIS approach: Gambarcota and Murcia in (JFMI)
− Aim is to summarise experience of different countries using a
meta-analysis approach
− Standardise approach using the same methodology and the same
data
− Main equation is

− Inclusion of interaction to find out whether responses to macropru
depends on type of bank (capital cushions, size, liquidity)
− Test is on overall significance of β and β’
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BIS approach: effects on consumer loan growth
Should not be
zero after
2017Q1

Do bank
characteristics
substantially change
every quarter?
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BIS approach: 46 specifications in 11 tables
− Authors use various econometric specifications and are
transparent about results.
− Authors find often insignificant effects on consumer loan growth.
− One explanation could be that BIS approach is not the best fit for
the research setting. (One size does not fit all.)
− Questions to consider:
− How to model the treatment timing?
− Which banks are more affected than others? E.g. specialised in
consumer loans and few capital buffers
− => leads to a DiD framework
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DiD –results
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D_time: Not sure about resampling time periods
D_treat: whether in a certain decile of consumer loan/ capital cushion
distribution
D_tt: quite homogenous
No need to include lags of banking characteristics
not sure about quarter dummies
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Exploit heterogeneity among banks and
timing/intensity of measures
− Define treated banks as having high
CtA, low CB buffer or preferable both
− Compare their average outcomes to
banks in the control group
− Pull out marginal effects over time
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Conclusion
− A lot of data work, a good overview on macropru measures
− Relevant research question
− Encourage authors to deviate from BIS approach
− Next steps: try a different definition of treatment in DiD and
estimate marginal effects over time
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Thank you for your attention!
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